Sequence-specific recognition of deoxyribonucleic acid. Chemical synthesis and nuclear magnetic resonance assignment of the imino protons of lambda OR3 operator deoxyribonucleic acid.
Using solid-phase phosphite triester methods, we have synthesized both strands of the phage lambda OR3 DNA sequence, reannealed them, and studied the native operator duplex by high-resolution NMR at 500 MHz. At 7 degrees C the imino protons of the two terminal base pairs at each end have disappeared from the spectrum by exchange broadening. The 13 detectable imino resonances have been assigned to their respective base pairs in the duplex by using sequential nearest-neighbor NOE connectivity methods described previously. In cases where two imino protons overlap in the spectrum, spin diffusion was used to drive the cross-saturation further afield in order to produce second-order next-nearest-neighbor effects. The results show that the imino connectivity method can be used to unambiguously assign the imino proton spectrum of operator DNAs containing one to two full turns of the helix.